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Projector Lumens Guide: How to find out how much projector Lumens you needWhile there are a few potential projector buyers who know almost nothing about projectors, a good number, in our experience, have heard of projector lumens, at least. Many, we have also seen, believe that they necessarily need very high lumens of the projector. That's not quite
true. Of course, the lumen projector is an important factor in the performance of the projector. However, you need to understand the role of lumens in order to judge how much of this you really need. Part of why it is important that higher projector lumens tend to attract higher value (other things are equal). It is also true that each projection situation will not
require the same level of lumens. So you need to determine how far to go in your search for higher lumens, given the effects of cost. What is the Lumens projector? Each projector has a light source, predominantly a projector lamp, although other light sources like the laser also get used to it. It is a powerful bright light that is a light source that has shone on
the LCD or DLP projector panel to produce an image that is projected. Without it, the light won't show anything. Lumen is a measure of the brightness of a light source. In the case of the projector, it is the brightness of the projector's light. The light output of the projector is indicated in lumens, or often as lumens anSI (American Institute of National
Standards). Remember that this light is crucial for generating the projected image. More lumens will mean more brightness of the image. A projector of 4,000 lumens is expected to be brighter than one in 2,500 lumens. How many lumens will I need for my projector? If every presentation environment were the same, we all need the same lumens for our
projectors. But I don't think so. Wednesday's presentation is different. One aspect of this difference, so important for the brightness of the projector image, is the presence or other presence of ambient light. Ambient light is the light that is present in the presentation space, whether it is natural light coming into a room or a stalled light. Ambientiment is what
primarily determines the number of lumens that you need for your projector. Screen size and throw factor are also important. Larger screens will require higher lumens to dramatically display images on them, but ambiable light is key. The fact is that the greater the presence of light in the presentation space, the more the contrast of the image is reduced and
the more the image is washed away. The surrounding light will certainly reduce the image quality, but higher lumens will work to reduce its impact. If there is more ambient light, you need more lumens of the projector. Against this background, we can classify view environments in Brightness categories, for this: Dark environment - light is off. Dimly lit
environment - lights darkenedModernly darkenedModern The environment - light on but not dazzlingWell illuminated environment - The full presence of light is arightly illuminated environment - the dazzling lightThere is nothing hard and fast here, as it's just an attempt to classify the levels of light presence in the presentation environment. Each level of light
will require a projector with lumene capacity, which can withstand the amount of ambient light that is present. We can go further to expatiate on this, with these illustrations: Lights Off: It's like in your living room where you have control over your lights and can choose to turn them off when using a projector. This will also apply to a purpose-built home theater
room where the lights are off to watch movies. In such a dark environment, the need for projector lumens is low and can be something in the range of 1500 to 2,500 lumens. Muted lights: This will apply to office space, boardrooms, classrooms or living rooms where the lights are off but blacked out. With this minimal light presence, the brightness of the
projector from 3,000 to 3,500 lumens will generally be considered adequate. Moderate lighting: It would be in a fairly large space, as some churches, halls and auditoriums with a significant presence of light, but not dazzling light. It will require a higher brightness of 4000 to 5000 lumens. Anything above, if it can be provided, will be added an advantage. Well-
lit large places with higher ambient light: As large churches, large halls, etc. Brightness from 5000 to 7000 should be considered when searching. Other brightly lit areas: say, stadiums, they will need much greater brightness, even up to 20,000 lumens, depending on what can be provided. Summing up the Brightness/LumensMany projector factors are
important when choosing a projector. The brightness shown in the lumens is one of the most critical. You need a projector that offers enough brightness to deliver an impressive display of image to appeal to the audience. However, you should also consider that your lumen requirements will depend on the easy environment presentation situation.
Unnecessarily aiming for higher lumens at a higher price when not actually required will certainly be wasteful. With this guide, you hopefully have a better idea of what your requirement should be. While nothing is thrown in the iron, this guide puts your lumens demand in a better run. So it should help your decision-making process. When looking for the best
outdoor projector, many criteria come into play: contrast, sensor, resolution or brightness, which is related to the number of lumens present. But what is it and how many lumens do I need for the projector? A what LumensThe lumen is a scientific unit of measurement (e.g. grams, meters, etc.) that lets you know the glowing flow. This is a luxury number for 1
m2. You can write 100 lumens or 100 lm, but the symbol is little known, it's Little is used. Lumens are presented in the description of such devices as mini-projectors and packaging of light bulbs. Also, read the Projector Buying GuideMore clearly this gives an indication of the scattered brightness. And if for a lamp it allows you to know if the lamp will
illuminate strongly or not, for the projector, it allows you to know how far the images will be visible. The more lumens, the brighter, more noticeable, the better! How many lumens I need for projectorAll manufacturers indicate the number of lumens on their device. They are a value that measures the brightness of the projector. Under normal conditions, the
device should work optimally in a dark environment. But depending on the brightness of the projector, it will be possible to project an image or film in a bright room, and this depends on the number of lumens present. READ ALSO: 10 best game projectors of 2019 Buyer's Guide - Installation Tips From 1000 to More Than 3000 LumensExpressed in anSI
lumens, this brightness differs depending on the type of projector. The value of 1000 lumens, which corresponds to 1000 lux for 1 m2, is minimally necessary, but many devices have at least 1600 lumens, and the number of 2000 or even more than 3000 lumens for the most effective. The larger the number of lumens, the more the projector can project in a
bright environment. Lumen DifferencesYY You may also be interested: 10 tips on how to build a home cinema RoomThe number of lumens you need (en) Comparison TableThis table will also help you in determining whether that lumen-rating projector you should buy: Screen size (leg)Min Lumens requiredPerfect Lumens
requires9x51,5002,30012x72,3003,00016x93,0004,4,450020x114,5007,5007,50025x14.55,00010,00040x22.55,50012,000Alexo Read: Best Projector Under $1000 (Indoor and Open) Final Buyer GuideChoosing Right Projector according to LumensChoosing Right Projector for Brightness will depend on use to be made of it. In addition to the contrast
criterion, what is important is that of lumens to be taken into account in a suitable way. If the device is used to broadcast movies indoors in the evening, in a very dark environment, it is not important to look for a very high level of lumens: entry-level models (100 lumens) will do the job. If you're looking for budget projects, then read our great guide to the 10
Best Projector under the $500 Buyer's Guide - ReviewsIn the case of professional use during the day, or even outdoors, it's important to choose a model of 2000 or 2500 lumens to ensure optimal performance. Which lumens will be selected in the case of Pico ProjectorIf all projections occur in the near darkness, you can limit yourself to 100 lumens. If you
hope to darken to the maximum, not always knowing the location of the projection, do not echtite less than 500 lumens. And if you need a light source (take Or you can't control the brightness, then you need a device of at least 800 or 1000 lumens. READ ALSO: Best outdoor projector screen reviews Of course, if the resolution is too low and you project the
charts, no one will be able to read you. And if the display is only one meter diagonal while you have people sitting in 10 rows, those at the bottom will not see anything. But lumens are necessary for us to see something. Remember your childhood: is it possible to overshadow the wall with a bad torch? No! Here, it's the same, we'll see only a bright spot and
shade if you save money on that.so it was all about the amount of lumen needed for the projector. I hope you liked it. Projectors with perfect lumens (en) 2019 If you're shopping around for an outdoor projector for a backyard night movie, or something for commercial or big outdoor events, you've stumbled upon the term, lumens. Lumens are a unit of
measurement that measures the intensity of light projected from the source. This source may be a light bulb, for example, but in case we address this site, it's all about how powerful your outdoor projector movie can project and how clear and sharp the images will be. Lumen-rated your outdoor film projector will dictate how big the screen you can project on,
how sharp and unlike the movie will be, as well as whether you can start looking before it's completely dark outside. If you're interested in how lumens came to the unit of measurement then scroll down to the bottom of the page where I give you a short pot of history, but for now, if you want to know the best lumens for the outdoor projector, take a look at the
bullet points below. Lumens for the outdoor projector do not know how many lumen you need with an outdoor film projector. This should give you a good idea of what you will need to buy depending on how big the screen is. 9×5 ft screen: 1500 lumen minimum, ideally 2×00 lumen 12×7 feet screen: 2,300 lumen minimum, ideally 3000 lumens 16×9 ft screen:
3000 lumen minimum, Ideally 4500 lumens 20×11 ft screen: 4500 lumen minimum, ideally 7500 lumens 25×14.5 ft screen: 5000 lumen minimum, ideally 10,000 lumens 40×22.5 feet. Screen: 5500 lumen minimum, ideally 12,000 lumens Further down the page, I also presented this information in the table (sorted by columns) if you want to change things
around and compare the data better. From your point of view as a buyer, you will need, first, to figure out how big your open screen movie will be. If you already have it and you can measure it, then do it, and it's then possible for you to use the data above to understand how many lumens for the outdoor projector you need - and therefore what you need to If
you already have an outdoor projector and know lumen-rated, then it will also help you in deciding how big you can go with the screen. Why buy a projector with a higher lumen rating? From my point of view, the more lumens you can afford to buy, the better. This will be future proof you have to decide to go bigger with the movie's outdoor screen, but also
means that you have a much stronger light source from your projector. This means you can start watching backyard movies or outdoor movies when it's not quite dark. Typically, an open film projector with a lumen rating of 3000 plus should be able to project an image that you can see before sunset. Ideally, you want to buy a model that is bright enough to
display clear and sharp images in standard ambient light. So this is just one advantage for a projector with high lumens for outdoor use. There's also the question of wanting to still have lighting on the street while you're showing the movie. To put this more in context, you probably remember at school or college where the projector was used indoors. To see
the images clearly, the teacher turns off the lights in the room or turns them off completely. In doing so, the contrast was greatly improved. When it comes to outdoor movies, I always want to have some degree of lighting so that my guests can walk safely. I can set up lanterns in the backyard and also have light in my house, but still see the movie - based on
the large number of lumens I use with my outdoor projector. Best Lumens for Outdoor Projector - Sorted Data Table Here's what the table I promised you, allowing you to sort the data in column format if it helps you understand what lumen-rating you need to buy for outdoor movies. Screen SizeMinimum Lumen NeededIdeal Lumens Needed 9x5
foot1,5002,300 12x7 foot2,3003,000 16x9 foot3,0004,500 20x11 foot4,5007,,5007,5007,500 25x14.5 foot5,00010,000 40x22.5 foot5,50012,000 Best Lumens for Backyard Movie Projectors My recommendation is to always buy a projector with at least 2000 lumens to use the movie yard. For larger events, see But, this type of rating means that it should be
completely dark for you to watch movies outside, and you should also reduce any interference from additional light sources such as those that come from you at home or outside of lighting. If you don't, the contrast may not be great. I also recommend you try to spend as much as you can in order to get the best lumens for the outdoor projector that money can
buy. If you need a guide on what you should buy, then go take a look at my recommended gear section, particularly the recommended Projectors. There is something out there for everyone and all the products have been tested and reviewed to make sure you get the help you need in the most appropriate product. If you need a quick product
recommendation rather than one that will work best for a backyard movie night, then I would suggest you take a look at Ben's HT2050. Want to know more about Ben HT2050? Click here for the latest price on Amazon. If offers high definition, and 2200 projector lumens for outdoor use. It's also affordable, very easy to use with a fork and play setting, and
really portable. Because of the lumens on offer with this product, it will work best in total darkness, but once it's up and running I've been able to throw an HD image up to 180 inches wide (15 feet) - making it a superb backyard movie projector where you have a large screen size. The best Lumen for projectors at large outdoor events My advice is to go for a
projector with over 4000 lumens. It's powerful enough for most commercial or corporate outdoor activities where you use screens 16 feet wide. You will need the power that comes with a more expensive outdoor film projector and you also want something reliable that is not going to break down on you. However, you can plan for something even bigger, so if
that's the case, refer to the table further up the page that shows the best lumens for your screen size. My recommended product here will be optoma EH500 - see the prices on Amazon. This 1080p high-definition projector with a massive 4700 lumen means it can project clearly and clearly onto a screen that is at least 20ft wide - it's perfect for use in larger
screen apps. With a 10,000:1 contrast ratio it offers a stunning picture and is commonly used to DIY drive-in movie nights as well as corporate or public outdoor activities. This projector has such a high lumen rating that I've seen it used to throw massive three-hundred-room images on the walls. Want to calculate how many lumens are needed for an outdoor
projector? If you are still unsure or want to get a little more into the science of things, then please read this blog I have put together which allows you to calculate lumen ratings all for yourself. Personally, I don't recommend that you need to know how to calculate the lumens needed for an outdoor film projector as this article and the data provided should give
you everything you need to know if you want to buy one. Lumens as a measurement I promised a short history of lumens as a unit of measurement, so if you're even remotely interested, here's the background. What are lumens? The unit of glowing flow in the International System of Units, that is equal to the amount of light emitted through a solid angle by
the source of one intensity of the candela, emitting equally in all directions sounds difficult, right? at least not entirely clear. In the old days, lumens used to be called candles, with a dimension dimension accepted in candels. Scientists used to calculate candela, seeing how quickly whale fat candles would burn. In more modern times, we can measure things
much more accurately, and one candela is now the equivalent of the glowing intensity of monochrome radiation emitted by a predetermined source at 540THz with a radiant intensity of 0.001464128 W/sr. It's still not clear, is it? Unless you have any experience in science. But don't be afraid, because the American Institute of National Standards (ANSI) has
standardized how we measure light sources. Manufacturers of outdoor film projectors will list their ANSI lusman rating on all their products. As consumers all we need to do is read the box or technical specifications. Simply put, it's just about how bright something is. While brightness isn't exactly what a lumen-rating describes, it's good enough for the end
consumer to understand and recognize. Essentially the film projected through a high lumen open project will look much brighter and clearer than the one with a lower lumen rating. Want more advice and help? Take a look at the basic guide to planning an outdoor movie night.  Night. 
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